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ABSTRACT
Virtual and Augmented Reality, collectively known as eXtended
Reality, are key technologies for the next generation of human–
computer–human interaction. In this context, 360° videos are
becoming ubiquitous and especially suitable for providing
immersive experiences thanks to the proliferation of affordable
devices. This new medium has an untapped potential for the
inclusion of modern subtitles to foster media content accessibility
(Gejrot et al., 2021), e.g., for the deaf or hard-of-hearing people,
and to also promote cultural inclusivity via language translation
(Orero, 2022). Prior research on the presentation of subtitles in
360° videos relied on subjective methods and involved a small
number of participants (Brown et al., 2018; Agulló, 2019; Oncins
et al., 2020), leading to inconclusive results. The aim of this paper
is to compare two conditions of subtitles in 360° videos: position
(head-locked vs fixed) and colour (monochrome vs colour).
Empirical analysis relies on novel triangulation of data from three
complementary methods: psycho-physiological attentional
process measures (eye movements), performance measures
(media content comprehension), and subjective task-load and
preferences (self-report measures). Results show that head-locked
coloured subtitles are the preferred option.
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1. Introduction

Immersive content is meant to give the user the illusion of being ‘physically present’
(Slater & Wilbur, 1997), and can provide benefits in a variety of sectors, such as enter-
tainment, communication, learning, arts, and culture (Liberatore &Wagner, 2021; Mon-
tagud-Climent et al., 2020). 360° videos – also known as immersive or VR360 videos –
offer great potential in providing engaging media experiences. Already in 2017, 49% of
the public broadcasters who responded to the European Broadcasting Union (EBU,
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2017) report on the use of VR declared offering 360° content. The most popular devices
to access this immersive content are head-mounted displays (HMD). According to the
newsletter XR today (Greener, 2022), ‘in 2020, roughly 57.4 people owned a VR
headset in the US, although in 2022, this figure increased by 37.7 million’. The
demand for VR headsets is expected to increase due to the adoption of VR technology
in enterprise, industry, and education sectors.

These new immersive media environments must be accessible for all to fulfil existing
accessibility legislation in most world regions. Standards such as the EN301459 rec-
ommend Universal Design when developing any system or product. This requirement
is becoming mainstream, with advice from the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN, 2006), and now it is also an issue of political
will and moral obligation, thanks to the Audiovisual Media Services Directive
(AVMSD) and the European Accessibility Act (EAA). These pieces of legislation
adopted a user-centric approach, a method that is at the heart of Human Rights
towards full democratic participation in society by all, which, in the twenty-first
century, depends on access to media. Following the aforementioned legislation and aca-
demic research (Romero-Fresco, 2013; Udo & Fels, 2010), any system or process should
be designed with accessibility in mind from the outset, leading to a born accessible system
that avoids expensive and complex afterthought solutions.

This paper focuses on subtitling, where standardised practices have been adopted in the
context of 2Dnon-immersivemedia (ISO20071:23;Matamala&Orero, 2018).Although the
trend towardsmixedmethods in translation accessibility studies is becomingmore popular,
publications still fail to discuss the mixed-method nature of the study in depth (Hermosa-
Ramírez, 2022). Prior reception studies on the evaluation of subtitles in 360° have largely
been based on subjective measures, using questionnaires, interviews, and focus groups
(Agulló & Matamala, 2020; Agulló & Orero, 2017; Brown et al., 2018; Fidyka & Matamala,
2018; Rothe et al., 2018). Objective, psychophysiological measures (such as eye movements,
heart rate, and electrodermal activity) have been largely adopted in the context of tests for 2D
non-immersive subtitles (Krejtz et al., 2016; Kruger, 2016; Liao et al., 2021; Szarkowska &
Gerber-Morón, 2019), with only a recent contribution by Ibourk and Al-Adwan (2019),
who included for the first time eye-tracking technology in a small study on immersive sub-
titling. The present study adopts amixed-method design, with psycho-physiological process
metrics (eyemovements), performancemetrics (scene comprehension), and subjective self-
reports (task-load and preferences), followed by result triangulation. In this article, a critical
review of previous studies related to subtitling in immersivemedia is presented, followed by
the characteristics of the study and themethodology. To finish, the results, a discussion, and
conclusions are presented.

2. Background

Studies on subtitles in VR are relatively recent. Understanding the displaying mode for
subtitles started at the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), which first identified the
main challenges when developing subtitles for immersive content (Brown et al., 2017). As
a result, four solutions for subtitle rendering were designed (Brown, 2017) and tested
with 24 hearing participants (Brown et al., 2018). These four conditions were (a) fixed
positioned, evenly spaced, (b) follow head immediately (also called Always Visible), (c)
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follow with lag, and (d) appear in front, then fixed position (see Figure 1). Users reported
a preference for subtitles which are always presented in front of the viewer, following
head movements: Always Visible subtitles.

Rothe et al. (2018) compared Brown et al. (2018) Always Visible subtitles with a new
type called dynamic subtitles: placed near the speaker. They go a step further by measur-
ing simulator sickness and task workload. They tested with 34 hearing participants and
received feedback from one deaf participant (although this data was not included in their
analysis). This study obtained similar results to those of its predecessor and pointed out
that ‘additional usage of an eye tracker could lead to more detailed results in the analysis
of the viewing direction’ (Rothe et al., 2018, p. 214).

The H2020 European-funded project ImAc,1 based on the results of Brown et al.
(2018) and Rothe et al. (2018), added location information within the 3D space to
each subtitle (Agulló & Matamala, 2019). Results from Agulló and Matamala (2019)
helped to draft user requirements, with a priority for designing a guiding mechanism
to help deaf and hard-of-hearing users locate the sound source related to the subtitle.
The project designed and tested several guiding mechanisms with six hearing and two
deaf participants (Agulló et al., 2019). Results showed two preferred guiding methods:
an arrow positioned to the left or right of the subtitle directing the user to the sound
source, and a radar circle shown in the user field of view that identifies both the position
of the sound source and the relative viewing angle of the user. Guiding mechanisms can
also be found in videogames, such as The Last of Us: Part II (Myers, 2020), which
‘includes a guide arrow to direct the user to the location of the character speaking’
(Hughes et al., 2020). It is worth noting that the replication of the Agulló et al. (2019)

Figure 1. Four static subtitle solutions designed and tested by Brown et al. (2018).
Source: Author own elaboration based on Brown et al. (2018).
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study with a larger number of participants (N = 40: 27 hearing, 20 with hearing loss, six
hearing impaired and seven deaf) showed that always-visible subtitles with arrows were
the preferred option (Agulló & Matamala, 2020).

On the one hand, all studies to this point conclude that the preferred visualisation
mode is head-locked, centred, bottom subtitle; a trend that replicates conventions estab-
lished for 2D, non-immersive content as defined in ISO/IEC 20071-23:2018 or UNE-
153010:2012, among others. On the other hand, all studies focus on two subtitle features:
sound source and subtitle position. All previous studies have three limitations: (a) demo-
graphy samples are small in number, (b) the methodology is based solely on subjective
opinions and answers (in-depth interviews, focus groups, and/or questionnaires), and
(c) unstandardised stimuli videos in terms of length of video, language of dialogue in
video, language of users, etc.

The most recent work in this field has adopted a new web-based prototyping framework
(Hughes et al., 2020). The framework allows for real-time subtitle editing andvisualisation in
360° videos. It takes into consideration all the previously reported work and is based on two
mechanisms for subtitle rendering: (a) head-locked, where the subtitle is rendered relative to
the user’s viewpoint, and (b)fixed,where the subtitle is rendered relative to afixed location in
the world, usually close to the speaking character. This framework offers the opportunity of
instant evaluation,whichwas tested by Brescia-Zapata et al. (2022) in a pilot study leading to
a full experiment, the results of which are presented in this paper. The experiment received
ethics clearance from the authors’ home institutions, according to the ethics and privacy
regulations of the H2020 EU-funded TRACTION project.2

The present study was conceived to further clarify which is the best visualisation mode
for subtitles in immersive environments for all kinds of users. The aim is two-fold: (a) to
detail the design of controlled experiments testing the influence of subtitles on users’
attention allocation, and immersive content comprehension, and (b) to gather feedback
regarding preferences of two characteristics of subtitles in immersive content: position
and colour. Special attention has been put on the following methodological aspects:
(a) diverse sample in terms of demography and subtitle usage habits, (b) a triangulation
of psychophysiological, qualitative, and questionnaire methods, and (c) controlled
stimuli. It focuses on two hypotheses: the first is related to subtitle positioning and the
second is related to subtitle colour.

H1: Head-locked subtitles are easier to follow but more intrusive than fixed subtitles.

H2: Coloured subtitles are helpful to identify a speaking character in a 360° narrative.

3. Method

3.1. Experimental design and independent variables

To test the research hypotheses, the experimental study was conducted with 2 × 2 mixed
design with two independent variables (IV): subtitle position (head-locked vs fixed) and
subtitle colour (monochrome vs colour). The first one was treated as a between-subject
IV and the later one as a within-subjects IV. The order of the experimental conditions
was counterbalanced.

The two conditions for subtitle position were the following.
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. (a) Head-locked subtitles which are always visible and are displayed in front of the
viewer (see Figure 2), following head movements. Head-locked subtitles are equivalent
to static-follow in Brown et al. (2017), to static subtitles in Rothe et al. (2018), and to
always-visible in Agulló and Matamala (2020).

. (b) Fixed subtitles which appear near to the speaking characters and remain fixed to
the scene (Figure 3). Fixed subtitles are equivalent to 120 degrees in Brown et al.
(2017), and to dynamic subtitles in Rothe et al. (2018).

The main reason for testing these two conditions is that results from previous studies
(Agulló et al., 2018; Brown et al., 2018; Rothe et al., 2018) only included qualitative data
obtained through questionnaires and focus groups.

The two conditions for subtitle colour were the following.

. (a) Monochrome (see Figure 4). All the subtitles for each character were in the same
colour white on grey background.

. (b) Colour (see Figure 5). Four colours have been used to identify the different char-
acters: white, yellow, cyan, and green. The colour coding follows the ISO 20071-
23:2018 standard.

The objective of examining these two conditions is to evaluate the effectiveness of
colour coding, which is suggested by certain guidelines, such as BBC (2022), as a
means of distinguishing between speakers and has demonstrated an enhancement in
the immersive experience of multilingual 2D content (Szarkowska & Boczkowska,
2022). However, despite its potential benefits, this feature has not been treated as a vari-
able in previous studies on immersive content (Agulló et al., 2018; Brown et al., 2018;
Rothe et al., 2018).

Figure 2. Head-locked subtitles attached to the FoV in Vacations video stimuli.
Source: Author own elaboration.
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3.2. Participants

In total, 73 volunteers took part in the experiment at three locations: N = 24 in Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB) (Spain), N = 24 in Salford University (UK), and N = 25 in
SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities (Poland). Participants received no
incentives for the study. There were no significant differences between the countries in
age of the participants F(2,69) = 2.26, p > 0.1 (see Table 1).

The three locations of the study were chosen in order to ensure the robustness of the
obtained results, as each country has a different language translation tradition. Spain has
traditionally been considered a dubbing country (Ballester Casado, 1998; Chaume, 2012;

Figure 3. Fixed subtitles attached to one position in the sphere in Vacations video stimuli.
Source: Author own elaboration.

Figure 4. Monochrome subtitles in TRACTION video stimuli.
Source: Author own elaboration.
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Gil Ariza, 2004), although the presence of subtitles has increased in recent years (Mata-
mala et al., 2017). Poland is generally considered a stronghold of voice over (Gottlieb,
1998; Valdeón, 2022), coexisting with other audiovisual translation modes, such as
dubbing, subtitling, audio description, and subtitling for the deaf and the hard-of-
hearing (Szarkowska, 2009). The UK belongs to a large anglophone audiovisual
market and is neither a classical ‘subtitling’ nor ‘dubbing’ country (Luyken, 1991), as
most audiovisual content is produced in English.

All participants in the sample had above average reading skills. We can also consider
them as digital media savvy based on their declared daily usage of digital media and
devices althoughmost participants had never experiencedVR content before (see Table 1).

Figure 5. Coloured subtitles in TRACTION video stimuli.
Source: Author own elaboration.

Table 1. Participants’ demographic characteristics, attitude, and usage of VR technology in each
location.

SPAIN UK POLAND

Number (N ) 24 24 25
Age (M = 33.96,

SD = 11.18)
(M = 29.41, SD = 10.34) (M = 27.40, SD = 6.68)

Gender 17 female 4 female 19 female
Age difference between
genders

t(21) = 0.52, p = 0.61 t(22) = 0.70, p = 0.49 t(23) = 0.94, p = 0.36

Occupation Students (N = 11);
Researchers/
lecturers (N = 11);
Practitioners (N = 2)

Students (N = 18); Researchers/
lecturers (N = 3); Data Analysts/
engineers (N = 4)

Students (N = 16);
Researchers/lecturers (N
= 4); Journalist
(N = 2); Analyst (N = 1)

Vision Corrected (N = 12),
Uncorrected (N = 12)

Corrected (N = 12), Uncorrected
(N = 15)

Corrected (N = 7),
Uncorrected (N = 18)

Handedness Right (N = 24) Right (N = 21) Right (N = 25)
VR interest (M = 4.13, SD = 0.76) (M = 3.96, SD = 0.65) (M = 3.00, SD = 1.22)
VR experience (M = 0.87, SD = 1.18) (M = 0.81, SD = 1.24) (M = 1.24, SD = 2.01)
Digital device daily usage (M = 3, SD = 1.38) (M = 3.59, SD = 1.28) (M = 2.91, SD = 0.91)
Attitude to subtitles
(answers to ‘I always turn
subtitles on’)

(M = 3.97, SD = 1.16) (M = 3.88, SD = 1.32) (M = 4.01, SD = 0.97)

Source: Author own elaboration.
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3.3. Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure was the same in the three locations of the present study (see
Figure 6). The experimental procedure was executed individually in the laboratory facili-
ties. After signing the consent form, participants started with the demographic and usage
and attitudes questionnaire. Next, they were familiarised with the VR headset. The HMD
built-in eye tracker was calibrated. The following main part of the experiment consisted
of three steps:

(a) watching first video stimuli followed by a comprehension and NASA-TLX
questionnaire;

(b) watching second video stimuli followed by comprehension and NASA-TLX ques-
tionnaire; and

(c) a questionnaire comparing subtitles in both viewed videos.

After the experiment participants were thanked and debriefed.
A facilitator was present during the experiment, providing information as required,

helping the participants to correctly wear the HMD, and assisting with the completion
of the questionnaires (see Figure 6, top-right). All the questionnaires were formulated
using Qualtrics system and completed using a desktop computer from the laboratory.

Figure 6. Experimental procedure schematic timeline and settings (top-right).
Source: Author own elaboration.
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The order of video stimuli presentation was counterbalanced; thus, participants were
presented with the two videos in random order, one with monochrome and the other
with coloured subtitles, but the same subtitle position in both cases (either head-
locked or fixed). During video stimuli presentation, the participants’ eye movements
were recorded.

3.4. Experimental materials

3.4.1. Stimuli video
For the present study, two custom 360° stimuli videos were recorded using an Insta360
One X2 camera. The first is called Vacations and was of a family, speaking Arabic, dis-
cussing their vacation plans. In the second stimuli video, called TRACTION, a group of
researchers introduce themselves, each speaking in their own language (Spanish, Korean,
Catalan, Portuguese, and English). Vacations is 1 min and 18 s long and TRACTION is
2 min and 32 s long. Both videos followed the same features.

(a) Speaking characters were placed all around the scene, exploiting 360° movement and
immersion.

(b) There were no overlaps between speaking characters. If two characters located at
different points in the 360° scene spoke at once, it would be almost impossible for
the user to read the subtitles.

(c) Language spoken was different to that of participants. This feature was added after
the pilot study (Brescia-Zapata et al., 2022), as, during the data collection, several par-
ticipants claimed that they did not need to read the subtitles because they understood
the original audio.

Both videos were subtitled in English, Spanish, and Polish to meet the experimental
design (two colour schemes, two positioning schemes). The number of subtitles is the
same in all languages: inVacations there are 27 subtitles and inTRACTION 39. Participants
at UAB were presented with video stimuli subtitles in Spanish, participants at Salford Uni-
versity were presented with video stimuli subtitled in English, and participants at Warsaw
University were presented with video stimuli in Polish. Subtitles followed the ISO 20071-
23:2018 standard and the font type selected was Liberation Sans. Another feature that differ-
entiates the pilot study from this experiment is the grey background box used in both videos.
Although some previous studies proved that it obstructs important parts of the image
(Brown et al., 2018), results from the pilot test revealed that ‘some of the participants
found subtitles with no background hard to read’ (Brescia-Zapata et al., 2022).

3.4.2. Questionnaires
Four questionnaires were designed to gather information about demographics, task-load,
comprehension, and preference. The first questionnaire had 20 questions to gather
demographic data (sex, age, handedness, occupation) and data related to usage and atti-
tudes towards digital media (e.g., ‘Which of these devices do you use on a daily basis?’),
VR (e.g., ‘How often do you watch virtual reality (VR) content for instance, 360°
videos?’), and subtitles (e.g., ‘When subtitles are available, do you turn them on?’,
‘How many hours a day do you watch subtitled content?’).

PERSPECTIVES 9



After each stimuli video, participants filled out a questionnaire with six multiple
choice questions on content comprehension. These questions were customised for
each stimuli video. After comprehension questions, participants completed a task-load
index (NASA-TLX) (Hart, 2006) consisting of six questions on personal evaluation of
task load (e.g., mental load, physical demands, time pressure, etc).

After viewing two stimuli videos and completing the subsequent questionnaires, par-
ticipants answered three questions on subtitle preferences (‘What colour code do you
prefer when reading 360° subtitles?’, ‘Explain in your own words why you prefer the
option selected in the previous question’, and ‘Do you think that the subtitles obstruct
important parts of the image?’)

3.5. Experimental equipment

The experimental procedure was prepared with a framework developed by Hughes et al.
(2020) and ported to Unity 3D. We used the HTC Vive Pro Eye headset, which contains
a Tobii eye tracker built in, with 120 Hz sampling rate. Vive’s eye-tracking accuracy esti-
mation is 0.5°–1.1° (Sipatchin et al., 2020). The HMD has two AMOLED screens, with a
resolution of 2,880 × 1,600 pixels in total, a display refresh rate of 90 Hz, and a FoVof 110°.

4. Results

Hypotheses testing was based on a series of Multilevel Linear Models (MLMs) with
random effects for subjects and for stimuli videos. Each test we started with the Null
model with random effects in it only, then consecutive models added fixed effects for
country, subtitle position, and colour. When also needed, the interaction of position
and colour were added as fixed factor. Each consecutive model was tested against the pre-
vious one with the chi-square test to check if a new fixed term improves the fit of the
model. All the statistical analyses were performed in R language for statistical computing
(R Core Team, 2020).

H1was ‘head-locked subtitles are easier to follow butmore intrusive than fixed subtitles’.
To test this hypothesis, we evaluated general comprehension of the content, subjective effort
and frustration, and attention allocation over subtitles and sceneAreas-of-Interest (AOI). In
detail, we expected that head-locked positioning would cause better comprehension of the
content, lower frustration, and effort. We also expected that head-locked positioning
would cause relatively more fixations on subtitle AOI than fixed positioning.

H2 was ‘coloured subtitles are helpful to identify a speaking character in a 360° nar-
rative’. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated comprehension of the content. We expected
that coloured subtitles allowed participants to identify speaking characters more easily
than monochrome subtitles.

4.1. Influence of subtitle positioning and colour code on content comprehension
and self-reported effort

To test the prediction that head-locked positioning would lead to better content compre-
hension, we ran MLMmodels on the general comprehension score from the comprehen-
sion questionnaires (see Figure 7a and Appendix Table A1 for model detailed tables and
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Appendix Table A2 for estimated means for the interaction between subtitle position and
colour).

The null model with random effects for subject and video showed SD = 0.10 for subject
intercepts and SD = 0.32 for video intercept, and SD = 0.99 for residuals. The intercept of
the model was significantly higher than zero (b0 = 3.52, t(3.12) = 13.70, p < 0.001).

The country fixed effect did not influence the model fit (AIC = 1775.1, χ2(2) = 0.74,
p = 0.69). Contrary to expectations, subtitle position did not improve significantly the
model fit (AIC = 1778.5, χ2(1) = 2.38, p = 0.12). However, in line with expectations, sub-
title colour significantly improved the model fit (χ2(1) = 8.64, p = 0.003). The full model
included also the interaction of subtitle colour and position as a fixed effect, but it did not
influence the fit (χ2(1) = 1.91, p = 0.17).

The full model fixed effects parameters showed that subtitle colour significantly
improved comprehension of the movie (b = 0.37, t(497.99) = 3.05, p < .001). The esti-
mated mean for colour subtitles was (M = 3.63, SE = 0.31) and for monochrome subtitles
(M = 3.38, SE = 0.31).

Head-locked subtitle position improved comprehension but was only marginally sig-
nificant (b = 0.50, t(88.23) = 1.93, p = 0.06), while the interaction of subtitle colour and
position did not alter significantly the movie comprehension (b =−0.23, t(498.68) =
−1.38, p = 0.17).

To test the prediction that head-locked positioning would cause lower effort, a similar
analysis on comprehension MLM approach was used (see Figure 7b and also Appendix
Table A3 for model detailed tables and Appendix Table A4 for estimated means for the
interaction between subtitle position and colour). The null model showed SD = 2.20 for
subject intercepts and SD = 1.01 for video intercept, and SD = 1.64 for residuals. The
intercept of the model was statistically significant (b0 = 3.68, t(2.55) = 4.80, p = 0.02).

Figure 7. Content comprehension (Figure 7a) and self-evaluation of perceived effort (Figure 7b)
depending on subtitle position (fixed or head-locked) and colour. Figure 7a. Content comprehension
depending on subtitle position (fixed or head-locked) and colour. Figure 7b. Self-evaluation of per-
ceived effort depending on subtitle position (fixed or head-locked) and colour.
Note: bar height represents the estimated means and whiskers ±1SE.
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Comparison of models with fixed factors added showed that country did not improve
the model (AIC = 2247.5, χ2(2) = 2.84, p = 0.24) but both the subtitle position (AIC =
2241.9, χ2(1) = 7.58, p = 0.005) and subtitle colour did (AIC = 2236.9, χ2(1) = 7.05,
p = 0.008), as well as an interaction term between the colour and position of the subtitles
(AIC = 2234.4, χ2(1) = 4.43, p = 0.04).

The analysis of the full model fixed parameters showed that colour subtitles in general
add significant effort to the task (β = 0.70, t(471.01) = 3.37, p < 0.001). Head-locked sub-
titles lower significantly the perceived effort (β =−1.15, t(79.09) =−2.21, p = 0.03). Sig-
nificant interaction term shows that head-locked subtitles lower the effort mainly
when they are presented in colour (β =−0.60, t(469.41) =−2.11, p = 0.04).

4.2. Influence of subtitle positioning on visual attention directed toward
subtitles

We hypothesised that fixed positioning causes more fixations and longer fixation time
over subtitles. To test these predictions, we applied MLM analyses.

4.2.1. Fixation count
The first analysis used proportional fixation count (the number of fixations divided by
the number of words in each subtitle) as a dependent variable. The MLM started with
the null model with random effects of participants and stimuli video in it. In the next
steps, the model was updated with the fixed effects of country, subtitle position, and sub-
title colour, and interaction fixed effects of position and colour, position, and country.
The models were tested against each other with chi-squared statistics to see if the fixed
effect significantly improved the model fit (see Figure 8 and also Appendix Table A5
for model detailed tables and Appendix Table A6 for estimated means for the interaction
between subtitle position and country).

The null model showed SD = 16.20 for subject intercepts and SD = 19.30 for video
intercept, and SD = 13.32 for residuals. The intercept of the null model was not statisti-
cally significant (β0 = 39.06, t(1.04) = 2.83, p = 0.21).

Models’ comparison shows the significant effect on the model fit of a country as a fixed
effect: χ2(2) = 47.03, p < 0.001, AIC = 1217.10, BIC = 1234.90. Also, the interaction effect
of country and position significantly improved the model fit: χ2(2) = 19.53, p < 0.001,
AIC = 1165.28, BIC = 1197.87. The final models’ total psycho-R2 = 0.78.

The full model fixed parameters showed that fixed subtitles significantly lower the
proportional fixation count compared to head-locked (β =−12.84, t(91.72) =−2.39,
p = 0.02). This effect was quantified by country. The pairwise comparisons of means
showed that the differences between fixed and head-locked subtitles were significant in
Spain (t(66.6) =−4.22, p < 0.001) and in Poland (t(65.0) = 2.20, p = 0.03), but not in
the UK (t(65.3) =−1.15, p = 0.26). Note that the difference in fixation count between
head-locked and fixed subtitles in the Polish sample was in favour of head-locked,
unlike in the Spanish sample.

4.2.2. Total fixation time
The second MLM analysis used proportional total fixation time (total fixation time
divided by visibility time of subtitle) as a dependent variable. The procedure of testing
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and modelling random and fixed effect structure was identical to the analysis of fixation
count described in subsection 4.2.1 (see Figure 9 and also Appendix Table A7 for model
detailed tables and Appendix Table A8 for estimated means for the interaction between
subtitle position and country).

The null model (with random effects only) for total fixation time showed SD = 3537.14
for subject intercepts, SD = 6696.95 for video intercept, and SD = 3238.18 for residuals.
The intercept of the null model was not statistically significant (β0 = 10322.92, t(1.02) =
2.17, p = 0.27).

The fixed effect of the country significantly improved the model fit (χ2(2) = 16.96, p <
0.001, AIC = 2808.60, BIC = 2826.40) as well as the fixed effect of subtitle position (χ2(1)
= 4.50, p = 0.03, AIC = 2806.10, BIC = 2826.90). Additionally, the interaction term
between country and subtitle position was marginally significant (χ2(2) = 5.83,
p = 0.054, AIC = 2808.10, BIC = 2840.70). Because there was only a marginal model fit
improvement, the interaction between country and subtitle positioning is hard to interpret.

However, the parameters of the model with the country and position fixed terms (with
pseudo-R² (total) = 0.85) clearly show that the fixed subtitles gained more total fixation time
than head-locked subtitles (β = 1861.30, t(58.07) = 2.11, p = 0.04). Significant effect of
country shows also that participants in Spain spent significantly less time reading subtitles
than participants in Poland (β = 12718.09, t(68.28) =−2.51, p = 0.01). See Figure 9 for the
estimated means of proportional total fixation time for both effects.

4.3 Influence of subtitle colour on character recognition

Null multilevel model on character recognition, with random effects only for participants
and stimuli video, showed SD = 0.67 for subject random effect and SD = 1.60 for video,

Figure 8. Proportional fixation count on subtitles AOI depending on subtitle position (fixed or head-
locked) and country (Poland, Spain, or UK).
Note: bar height represents the estimated means and whiskers ±1SE. Violin shapes represent the distribution of the data
points in each experimental condition in different countries.
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and SD = 0.69 for residuals. The intercept of the null model was not statistically signifi-
cant (β0 = 1.78, t(1.01) = 1.57, p = 0.36).

The models fitting with the fixed effects for country, subtitle position, subtitle colour, as
well as interactions between colour andposition, andposition and country, showed that sub-
title colour code significantly improved the model fit (χ2(1) = 12.26, p < 0.001, AIC =
1378.32, BIC = 1413.14, pseudo-R2(total) = 0.86). The model parameters showed that
colour subtitles significantly improves the recognition of characters (β = 0.20, t(3.51) =
3.51, p < 0.001). The estimated average recognitionof characterswithmonochrome subtitles
was significantly lower (M = 1.68, SE = 1.12) than with colour subtitles (M = 1.88, SE = 1.12)
(see Figure 10 and Appendix Table A9 for detailed parameters of the model).

Answers to the question ‘what colour code do you prefer when reading 360° subtitles?’
showed no significant preference between colour and monochrome subtitles (p > 0.5).
Regarding coloured subtitles, one participant stated that ‘colours distracted me from
what they [the characters] were actually saying’, but, on the contrary, another participant
stated that ‘it’s easier to know which one is talking, especially because you aren’t looking
to all of them at the same time’.

These general results are in line with those obtained in Poland, but not with those
obtained in Spain and the UK (see Table 2).

5 Discussion

The present study examined 360° video, although immersive subtitles can extend to any
media asset. It focused on two hypotheses: the first related to subtitle positioning and the

Figure 9. Proportional total fixation time on subtitles AOI depending on subtitle position (fixed or
head-locked) and country (Poland, Spain, or UK).
Note: Bar height represents the estimated means and whiskers ±1SE. Violin shapes represent the distribution of the data
points in each experimental condition in different countries. The interaction effect is not statistically significant in the full
model.
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second related to subtitle colour. Regarding subtitle positioning, head-locked subtitles
were subjectively evaluated as causing less cognitive effort in comparison to fixed subti-
tles. However, eye-tracking data showed that head-locked subtitles engaged more atten-
tion from the viewer than fixed subtitles. Head-locked subtitles gained significantly
higher fixation counts and total fixation time, both of which are proportional to the
number of words in the subtitle and visibility time of the subtitle, respectively. These
results suggest that head-locked subtitles are more cognitively engaging, despite their
subjective evaluation. The latter might be interpreted via the familiarity heuristic (Ash-
craft & Radvansky, 2014), which states that people usually prefer things or situations that
they are familiar with. However, it is important to note that this conclusion is specific to
the Spanish sample. In the Polish sample, the difference in fixation count between head-
locked and fixed subtitles favoured head-locked subtitles, which contrasts with the
findings in the Spanish sample.

Figure 10. Estimated means of fixed effect of subtitle colour on accuracy of character recognition.

Table 2. Subtitle colour preferences between countries.
Condition

Monochrome Coloured No preference

Poland 42.9% 40.8% 16.3%
Spain 39.1% 56.5% 4.3%
UK 58.3% 25% 16.7%
TOTAL 46.8% 40.5% 12.6%

Source: Author own elaboration.
The differences in subtitle colour preference between countries were statistically significant (p = 0.02). Spain participants
stated a preference for coloured subtitles, while UK participants stated a preference for monochrome subtitles.
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Subtitle positioning does not significantly affect video content comprehension. There
was only a marginally significant effect of head-locked subtitles improving comprehen-
sion. The factor which influenced content comprehension significantly was the subtitles’
colour scheme. Use of the different subtitle colours for each character improved character
recognition and general comprehension; however, colour subtitles were evaluated by par-
ticipants as causing more effort. Nevertheless, this is the first experiment testing subtitle
colour in 360° videos, and it would be interesting to carry out further research on this
topic to confirm our results.

The present article points out interesting evidence of discrepancies between self-report
measures and more objective, psychophysiological, and comprehension metrics. Thus,
we postulate to incorporate psychophysiological and performance methods and indi-
cators in future studies on immersive media accessibility. It also points out the need
for test environments or tools similar to what was proposed by Hughes et al. (2020)
and which were used in this empirical user study.

An additional contribution of this study is the comparison of the different audiences
from the sample. Replicating the experiment in three countries with different language
translation traditions in audiovisual media allowed us to work with a heterogeneous
sample and report differences between the participants. We found some significant
differences both in perceived effort/frustration and AOI fixations depending on the
country. Although it is not possible to define tendencies with the number of participants
tested, it might be interesting to consider the preferences of people from different
countries and cultures when testing subtitled immersive media.

Even though it was not the aim of the study, some participants mentioned the problem
of speaker or audio source localisation when answering the questionnaires. This is in line
with earlier work (Agulló et al., 2019; Hughes et al., 2019, Rothe et al., 2018) calling for
user-guiding mechanisms such as arrows, radar, or other means. Although arrows have
been shown to be the option preferred by users (Agulló, 2020), eye-tracked evaluation of
such means holds potential for future work in the field.

6. Conclusions

The paper presented a review of the main studies regarding subtitles in immersive
content and the main challenges posed by this new medium. The first aim of the
study was to detail the design of controlled experiments involving immersive environ-
ments and subtitles. The methodology followed in the three locations where the exper-
iment took place has been described in detail, including the design and IV, the
participants, the procedure, the materials, and the equipment. This allows other research-
ers to replicate the experiment in other locations and/or using different video stimuli.

The second aim was to gather feedback regarding two characteristics of subtitles in
immersive content: position and colour. To confirm the hypotheses, feedback on prefer-
ences and task-load was gathered, together with eye-movement data. The results have
shown that head-locked subtitles, which are always visible and positioned in front of
the viewer to align with their head movements, attracted more attention from viewers.
However, it should be noted that this finding was observed specifically within the
Spanish sample, and the observed trend in the Polish sample pointed in the opposite
direction. In all samples, it was observed that participants consistently showed a
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preference for coloured subtitles as opposed to monochrome subtitles. This preference
can be attributed to the enhanced ability to identify the speaking character facilitated
by the use of colour. Although colour subtitles were perceived as requiring more
effort, particularly when presented in a fixed position, they yielded improved comprehen-
sion of the content, especially in the fixed position, and better recall of the characters.
Importantly, the impact of colour on comprehension and recall was consistent across
the different country samples, indicating that it is not influenced by cultural factors.

The present study had some limitations regarding the type of content. To obtain
meaningful results, two videos were recorded in a non-professional environment with
non-professional actors. This might have had an impact on the results, and a replication
of this study using professional content (e.g., a short movie, a documentary, a news
program, or interviews) is encouraged.

Head-locked, coloured subtitles could be considered as good practice guidelines when
subtitling in 360° videos. On the one hand, results about the position confirm previous
studies, in which results were obtained through Igroup Presence Questionnaires
(Agulló &Matamala, 2020). On the other hand, results about subtitle colour are not conclus-
ive and further research in this regard is encouraged.

The study also highlighted the importance of the materials used for testing to ensure
the ecological validity of the experiment. Special attention must be paid to the three
languages involved in each experiment: the language of the film, the language of the sub-
titles, and the language of the participants. This problem has already been identified in
other studies involving testing of different subtitle implementations, and various sol-
utions have been adopted: the audio was muted (Agulló & Matamala, 2020; Kurzhals
et al., 2017) or manipulated (Rothe et al., 2018). When testing with deaf and/or hard-
of-hearing participants, one more language needs to be added depending on whether
they are oralists or if they use sign language (signers).

To conclude, this is a first-of-its-kind analysis of eye-tracked visual attention on subtitle
processing in 360° media content, with a focus on subtitle position and subtitle colour.
Detailed examination of eye movements over subtitles combined with self-reports and per-
formance measures has allowed an analysis of visual attention distribution and scene com-
prehension. We believe that the present work contributes to the novel frontiers on the
implementation of accessibility services in immersive media studies.

Notes

1. https://www.imacproject.eu/
2. https://www.traction-project.eu/
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Appendices

Table A1. Model parameters for content general comprehension.
Estimate (β) SE t df p

Intercept 3.25 0.33 9.70 11.10 0.00
Country Spain −0.11 0.30 −0.37 72.02 0.71
Country UK −0.22 0.30 −0.76 71.94 0.45
Position head-locked 0.50 0.26 1.93 88.23 0.06
Colour colourful 0.37 0.12 3.05 497.99 0.00
Position head-locked X Colour colourful −0.23 0.16 −1.38 498.68 0.17

Table A2. Estimated means from the model for content general comprehension for interaction effect
of subtitle position and colour.
Position Colour Est. mean SE
Fixed monochrome 3.13 0.34
Head-locked monochrome 3.63 0.33
Fixed colourful 3.50 0.34
Head-locked colourful 3.77 0.33

Table A3. Model parameters for self-perceived effort.
Estimate (β) SE t df p

Intercept 4.57 0.90 5.07 4.52 0.01
Country Spain −0.31 0.62 −0.50 68.96 0.62
Country UK −1.12 0.61 −1.83 68.45 0.07
Position head-locked −1.15 0.52 −2.21 79.09 0.03
Colour colourful 0.70 0.21 3.37 471.01 0.00
Position head-locked X Colour colourful −0.60 0.29 −2.11 469.41 0.04

Table A4. Estimated means from the model for self-perceived effort for interaction effect of subtitle
position and colour.
Position Colour Est. mean SE
Fixed monochrome 4.09 1.08
Head-locked monochrome 2.94 1.07
Fixed colourful 4.79 1.08
Head-locked colourful 3.04 1.07

Table A5. Model parameters for proportional fixation number.
Estimate (β) SE t df p

Intercept 64.93 14.23 4.56 1.17 0.11
Country Spain −47.29 5.15 −9.18 66.55 0.00
Country UK −31.90 5.11 −6.24 65.29 0.00
Position head-locked −12.84 5.36 −2.39 91.72 0.02
Colour monochrome −4.20 3.29 −1.28 69.19 0.21
Position head-locked X Colour monochrome 4.18 4.49 0.93 69.46 0.35
Country Spain: position head-locked 31.95 7.00 4.56 65.80 0.00
Country UK: position head-locked 16.34 6.90 2.37 65.11 0.02
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Table A6. Estimated means from the model for proportional fixation number for interaction effect of
subtitle position and country.
Position Country Est. mean SE
Fixed Poland 62.8 14.1
Head-locked Poland 52.1 14.0
Fixed Spain 15.5 14.1
Head-locked Spain 36.7 14.1
Fixed UK 30.9 14.0
Head-locked UK 36.5 14.0

Table A7. Model parameters for proportional total fixation time.
Estimate (β) SE t df p

Intercept 10756.03 4916.41 2.19 1.13 0.25
Country Spain −5401.21 1556.41 −3.47 66.92 0.00
Country UK 756.23 1547.46 0.49 65.83 0.63
Position head-locked −317.28 1575.22 −0.20 83.65 0.84
Colour monochrome 316.28 806.71 0.39 69.40 0.70
Position head-locked: colour monochrome −257.78 1100.44 −0.23 69.58 0.82
Country Spain: position head-locked 5010.05 2118.56 2.36 66.45 0.02
Country UK: position head-locked 2041.71 2088.48 0.98 65.86 0.33

Table A8. Estimated means from the model for proportional total fixation time for interaction effect
of subtitle position and country.
Position Country Est. mean SE
Fixed Poland 10914 4900
Head-locked Poland 10468 4856
Fixed Spain 5513 4880
Head-locked Spain 10077 4888
Fixed UK 11670 4878
Head-locked UK 13266 4878

Table A9. Model parameters for accuracy of character recognition.
estimate (β) SE t df p

Intercept 1.53 1.13 1.35 1.05 0.40
Country Spain 0.14 0.21 0.68 68.19 0.50
Country UK 0.12 0.21 0.60 68.10 0.55
Position head-locked 0.12 0.17 0.70 68.11 0.48
Colour colourful 0.20 0.06 3.51 500.42 0.00
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